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The Great Flow Worksheet for Self Work (Just fill in the blanks) 
 

1. Start by writing down your Great flow statement. Begin with “wouldn’t it 
be great if……… and add your statement in the present tense as if it has 
already happened. For example, “Wouldn’t it be great … if I am a size 
10.” 

So write it down, “Wouldn’t it be great if _________________________“ 
 

2. Now say the statement out loud and say BUT at the end of the sentence 
and explore if there are any limitations to realising what you want. For 
example, “Wouldn’t it be great … if I am a size 10 … BUT .. It’s too hard 
 
So write down your BUT, _________________________________ 
 
This is known as a limiting belief.  
 

3. Say the limiting belief out loud. Then ask yourself, on a scale of 1-10, 
where 10 is true and 1 is not true at all how true is this limiting belief. 

Write down the number (just write what comes spontaneously) 
____________________ 
 

4. Then ask yourself how does this belief at a number _____ make you 
feel? And where in the body do you feel it? 

 
Write down the feeling ___________________________ 
 
Write down the body part __________________________ 
 
 

5. Now that you know the limiting belief, the feeling associated with it and 
the body, fully feel the feeling in the body part. Then ask yourself how 
old you were when you felt this old feeling. Just get a sense or knowing 
of how old you were when you felt this old feeling, who was there, what 
age you were and what were you wearing or not wearing. Just get a 
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sense or knowing of how old you were, when you felt this old feeling 
before. 

 
Write down the age ________________ and briefly what happened 
_____________________ 
  
(there can be more than more) 
 

6. Now that you have uncovered a memory of series of memories, go 
ahead and place them onto a big movie screen and for now let it go 
blank. Let the past you from that old memory come and sit next to your 
present self.  

 
7. Ask your past self what positive qualities or emotions did they need in 

that old incident that would have helped them to handle the situation 
better.  

Write down the positive qualities or resources needed at the time: 
 
 
 
If you are stuck, call in a mentor to guide you and brainstorm with you 
the possible positive qualities that would have helped you in the old 
memories.  
 

8. Place all these positive qualities in the hand of the past you and get 
them to breathe them in one by one. 
 

9. Then send the younger you back to the movie screen with all those 
positive resources and notice how the younger you is handling thing 
differently. 

Write down, how are they handling it differently? 
___________________________________________________________
________________ 
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10. Now ask yourself how are you feeling about the old belief?  

 
Write it down, 
___________________________________________________________ 
 
You will notice that old belief is no longer true.  
 

11. Now that the old belief is no longer as true or needed, go ahead and 
imagine going into every cell in the body and pressing a delete button 
that on pressing removes the belief, removes the consciousness of the 
belief as well as the energetic imprint of the belief. You can also just 
imagine one cell that is a representative cell for the whole body, going 
right into the DNA and imagine pressing the delete button so that old 
belief is erased forever. 
 

12. Now go back in time and get a sense or knowing of the first time when 
that old belief was born or experienced. You do need to get it perfectly, 
just get a sense or knowing of it. Now that you have a sense of it, go 
ahead and imagine pressing the delete button and deleting that old 
belief from your past such that is can no longer influence your present. 
 

13. Now that the old belief is deleted, what is your new belief?  
 
Write down the new belief,  
___________________________________________________________ 

 
14. Now that you have a new belief go ahead and place the new belief on 

your timeline where the old one was deleted. Just imagine it being 
installed in your timeline now and as you install it, imagine it lighting up 
your whole timeline. Every single moment from the past till the now is 
being programmed with this new awareness. 
 

15. Now install the new belief also in every single cell in the body, the space 
between the cells and the consciousness in the body-mind.  
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Write down how it feels to have the new belief installed in every cell, 
___________________________________________________________
________________ 

 
16. Step into the future a day from now. Breathe how you’re breathing. Feel 

how you’re feeling. How are you feeling about life? 

Write it down, 
___________________________________________________________
________________ 
 

17. Step into the future a month from now, breathe how you are breathing 
and feel how you are feeling. How are you feeling about yourself and 
about life? How do you feel about that old belief? 

 
Write it down, 
___________________________________________________________ 
 

18. Step into the future 6 months from now, breathe how you are breathing 
and feel how you are feeling. How are you feeling about yourself and 
about life? Seventy percent of you is already new. How are you feeling in 
yourself and about life?  
 
Write it down, 
___________________________________________________________ 

 
19. Step into the future one year from now, not a single cell from today is 

present 1 year from now. Breathe how you are breathing and feel how 
you are feeling. How are you feeling about your great flow statement 
now? 
 
Write it down, 
___________________________________________________________ 
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20. Step into the future 5 years from now. Staying connected to the 
consciousness of the you 5 years from now. How are you feeling about 
yourself and about life? 

Write it down, 
___________________________________________________________ 
 
The fact you can conceive of this consciousness means that you can 
start living life from this new awareness, starting now 
 
 

21. Test your Great Flow statement now and notice how it feels. 
 
Write it down, 
___________________________________________________________ 
 

22. Now bring your hand on your heart and repeat your Great Flow 
statement with your new belief.  
 

23. Now whisper your great flow statement as if the universe is saying this 
to you. Feel the vibrations in your heart and feel your heart beating with 
this vibration. 
 

24. To close gently repeat it is so, so it is, it is so, so it is a few times until you 
feel fully integrated. Finally say “So be it” a few times and take in a deep 
breath. 

 

 


